
 
Winter Edition of NetworkNews Now Available 
 
Friday, February 4, 2005 – Curl up by the real, or imaginary, fireplace and treat 
yourself to the latest edition of NetworkNews. Probably not, but it’s a good read 
anyway. 
 
As usual, this issue provides a collection of short descriptive stories on recent 
research and presentations from CPRN, news of our campaign, the comings and 
goings of our people and lots of photographs to wash it all down. 
 
Featured articles in this edition: A new vision for Canada’s social policy – Jane 
Jenson’s synthesis report from CPRN’s Social Architecture Papers; What needs 
to be done to foster social innovation in Canada and the creative potential of the 
non-profit sector; Why we need to recognize and harness the important 
contribution housing can make to other social and economic policy objectives; 
Why citizen engagement must be a key ingredient in any serious effort at 
democratic reform; Where we stand in developing new approaches to health 
human resources planning across the country; Placing Canada’s provincial 
welfare regimes in international context – how do they compare?, and; Chasing 
that elusive goal of collaborative federalism. 
 
All in all, a broad and interesting package. 
 
And don’t forget our regular President’s Commentary. This time, Judith 
Maxwell writes about the non-profit catch-22 – caught between funders trying to 
control costs and clients with no capacity to pay for their services. 
 
To access or download a copy of NetworkNews # 28 click here. 
 
CPRN’s Health Network Seeks Researcher/Senior Researcher  
 
CPRN's Health Network has an opening for a Researcher or Senior Researcher.  
 
The Researcher conducts ongoing research for the Network, both independently 
and through the provision of research assistance to the Director and other senior 
research staff.  The Researcher also participates in project development and 
general outreach.  He/she is responsible for the content of the Network’s section 
of the CPRN Web site.  
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The Senior Researcher, in close collaboration with the Director, contributes to 
the intellectual leadership of the Network and develops, conducts and manages 
research projects.  He/she assists the Director in defining emerging network 
needs and “lines of business”, research design, methodology and budget, liaises 
with contractors and funders, ensures timely delivery of quality products and that 
materials are released appropriately.  
  
A fuller job description can be downloaded by clicking here.     
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